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Bella wears ivory and black silk gauze and sequin 
dress and calf leather boots all by PRADA
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Bella wears ivory and black silk gauze and sequin 
dress and calf leather boots all by PRADA
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Adwoa wears turquoise-beaded orange wool blend coat and black silk shirt both by PRADA; Coco Crush earrings in 18k beige gold and diamonds, Coco Crush earrings in 18k 

beige gold and Comete ring in 18k white gold and diamonds (just seen on left hand) all by CHANEL FINE JEWELLERY; all other jewellery Adwoa’s own

Hair ANTHONY TURNER Make-up LUCIA PIERONI Manicure AMA QUASHIE  Senior producer ERIN FEE Junior producer LUCIANA SAMANIEGO Digital technician DOUGLAS 

IRVINE Senior Retouching KEVIN SMITH and SKN-LAB Post-production manager ANNA FRANCIS Photographic assistance DALE CUTTS, GEORGE EYRES Fashion assistance 

JORDAN KELSEY, JULIA VEITCH, GIANMARCO ROSATI, BRYAN CONWAY, DAISY DINGLEY, GAL KLEIN, MORIAYO OGUNSAN Hair assistance CLAIRE GRECH, SIMON KHAN, 

DANIEL MOURA Make-up assistance SHELLEY BLAZE Thanks to MO SEY, ANNA MEACHAM, TAYLA DHYLL from GURLS TALK

close to them. What‘s the best advice you’ve been given? It is what

it is. Who is the first person you turn to in a crisis? My best friend. 

When you’re at your lowest, what is your go-to song, film and 
drink? ‘Pink and White’, Frank Ocean. Shrek 2. Supermalt. What does 
the word Millennial mean to you? Quinoa and goatees. 

Z a m z a m  W a s u g e

2 7 ,  f r o m  S w e d e n

Why did you join Gurls Talk? Because I found people I related to and I 

wanted to make my feed more positive. What three important things 
has the community taught you about? Understanding, confidence, 

sisterhood. What’s the best thing about digital friendship
compared to IRL? You can be your most authentic self without

worrying about first impressions (anxiety, it’s me, Zam Zam!). What’s 
the best advice you’ve been given?  Always be you. If people don’t

like it then at least you stayed true to you. Who is the first person you
turn to in a crisis? My little sister. When you’re at your lowest, what
is your go-to song, film, snack and drink? ‘Sunset’, The Internet. 

Fight Club (Brad Pitt!). Cinna-buns Swedish style. What does the
word Millennial mean to you? Knowledge, worldly and empathetic 

– three words I heavily associate with this generation.

E k u a  B a r t e l s

2 3 ,  f r o m  L o n d o n

What three important things has the Gurls Talk community taught 
you about? Being part of a tribe, sisterhood and openness. What’s
the best thing about digital friendship compared to IRL? Trusting 

someone at the surface value and hoping that they are presenting 

their most authentic self. What’s the best advice you’ve been 
given? Mind your own business, put your head down and focus on

yourself; good things will happen in time. Who is the first person you
turn to in a crisis? I try and deal with it myself, and consult with Gurls

Talk and other women’s forums. When you’re at your lowest, what
is your go-to song, film and snack? ‘Lucid Dreams’, Juice Wrld; 

‘Blinded by Your Grace Part 1 and 2’, Stormzy. Shawshank Redemption; 

A Silent Voice; Flavors of Youth. KFC Megabox. What does the word 
Millennial mean to you?  Not much. The generation I am in does not

define the person I am or what I will go on to be.

K e z i a  A r i a s a

1 9 ,  f r o m  H e r t f o r d s h i r e

When did you join Gurls Talk and why? I started listening to the 

podcast last year. I liked it as it felt very genuine and they spoke about 

things I related to but hadn’t heard spoken about before. What three
important things has the community taught you about?  Resilience

and self care. To reach out to others and take opportunities.   What’s 
the best thing about digital friendship compared to IRL? Being 

able to connect with people you may not meet every day but share

interests and values with. What’s the best advice you’ve been 
given? Life’s hard but it will be alright. Who is the first person you
turn to in a crisis? Probably my mum or my friends. When you’re 
at your lowest what is your go-to song, film, snack and drink? Too 

many to choose from! ‘Beyond Love’, Beach House. Before Sunset or 

Ocean’s Eleven. Sweets and Diet Coke. What does the word Millennial 
mean to you? I don’t even know. 

C a t h e r i n e  S h u t t l e w o r t h

1 8 ,  f r o m  B e x l e y

When did you join Gurls Talk and why? March 2019. I wrote a piece 

for the website about my struggles with being bisexual; it made

me feel like I had a voice. What three important things has the 
community taught you about? Love for myself. How to be the best

version of myself. Informed me about the cultures around me. What's 
the best advice you’ve been given? It’s OK to take time out for

yourself and not to worry about others. Who is the first person you
turn to in a crisis? My best friends Ella and Natasha, and my mentor. 

When you’re at your lowest, what is your go-to song, film, snack 
and drink? ‘Truth Hurts’, Lizzo. The Post. Chocolate. Strawberry 

milkshake and invite all my friends around.  What does the word 
Millennial mean to you? A pointless category that tells you the era

you were born in.

A d w o a  A b o a h

When you hear somebody say, ‘I didn’t love myself before I found
Gurls Talk’ – how does that make you feel? God. Literally, I don’t

even know what to say when I hear that. I’ve never felt like I was 

not doing what I should be doing with Gurls Talk. I’ve always known

since I first started, from the first girl who came up to me, that this is 

exactly what I was supposed to be doing. Nothing about them makes

me feel like I should divert from what the mission is. When did you
first know that a Gurls Talk community was building? At the first

London event there were girls who’d queued up waiting three hours 

before it’d opened. Girls from up North, waiting to come in. Gurls Talk 

is the epitome of community. Everything we do going forward will

always be a reflection of what our community wants. Continuously 

from the beginning our girls have shown us what they want and 

what they need from us.  How much do you see of yourself in the 
community? I can see myself in them 100 per cent. That’s why there’s

never been a gap between me and them. There will always be certain

things I don’t understand. But in terms of being a girl, I remember

that, I get that. I’m massively confused by this at the moment, just 

in terms of my place in the fashion industry, what I see being done 

and then when I hear them talking about their issues. It’s a complete

reflection of all the shit that’s out there, the fact that people aren’t

caring. I never want anyone to walk through the doors of Gurls Talk 

and think, this is not for me. How proud are you of the Gurls? I am 

so proud of them that sometimes it feels motherly. It’s like cheering

on a best friend. When a girl comes up to me at an event, I feel like 

I’ve known them my whole life. We’re drip-fed the idea that digital
friendships are a harmful thing. Gurls Talk seems to turn that on
its head. Completely. One of the things I’ve noticed this year is how

many friendships of likeminded girls have been forged through Gurls

Talk. That is just epic. There was this one moment when I knew our

community was so caring. This girl came to one of our events who

was having a really shit time. She spoke, and after the event she was

surrounded by women, all sitting down, listening to her, giving her

more time to talk about what she needed to. That in itself is the magic 

of Gurls Talk. Do you feel like a member of the community? Unless 

it’s my home with my mum, my dad and my sister, there’s nowhere

else in the world I feel like I should be than here, being exactly who

I am. I really feel like I’m coming home. Was this the job you were 
sent to do? In a cheesy way, I think so. I really believe that.A
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Lauren (left) wears leather jacket and leather skirt 
both by PRADA; socks by ANTIPAST; vintage 
shoes from CONTEMPORARY WARDROBE 

COLLECTION; jewellery Lauren’s own. Aubrey 
wears vintage shirt and sandals both from CARLO 

MANZI; vintage waistcoat from CONTEMPORARY 

WARDROBE COLLECTION; pleated trousers with 
cuff detail by DIOR; socks by FALKE

From top: Isobel wears vintage pullover from the 

archive of FRANCESCA BURNS; chemise bustier 

(worn underneath) by SUPER YAYA; denim shorts by 

SYMONDS PEARMAIN; Orion hoop in sterling silver 

and 18k yellow gold and cream baroque freshwater pearl 

rope necklace both by SLIM BARRETT; white tights 

by JONATHAN ASTON; pumps by MARGARET 

HOWELL. Aubrey wears vintage top, belt and sandals all 

from CARLO MANZI; pinstripe trousers by GIORGIO 

ARMANI; ‘A’ pendant in sterling silver by SLIM 

BARRETT; socks by FALKE. Bella wears striped jacket 

and pencil skirt both by ANDREAS KRONTHALER 

FOR VIVIENNE WESTWOOD; tights by 

CALZEDONIA; boots from NATIONAL THEATRE 

COSTUME HIRE; headband Bella’s own
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I know I’m not the only one who has expressed a desire to purchase the Louis 
Vuitton Multi Pochette Accessoires. (Please, no judgement!) 

Unfortunately, there’s no telling when this illustrious bag will make its 
triumphant return – which is why I set my sights on the next best thing: The 
Prada Re-Edition 2005 Shoulder Bag. I must admit, this bag was probably 
my best purchase of 2019. Here’s everything you need to know. 

Aesthetics 



 

At first glance, the Re-Edition 2005 is everything one would expect from a 
typical Prada bag. It features the brand’s signature nylon finish with a small 
but recognizable logo, a chain handle, and an accompanying shoulder strap, 
which also includes the word “PRADA” along the side. Though sleek, the 
bag maintains a subtleness that is so often absent from many of today’s 
releases. 

Clearly, the Re-Edition 2005 is decidedly casual as well. Though the shoulder 
strap detaches, allowing one to wear the bag strictly by the chain handle, the 
nylon finish isn’t something one would necessarily sport to an upscale event. 
However, as a daily pick, the aesthetics of the Re-Edition 2005 can quickly 
mold from a rushed supermarket run to date-night at a wine bar – and in my 
book, that’s a huge plus, given the bag retails for approximately $1,200 
(which means price-per-wear is pretty stellar!). 



 

Prada nylon, oh how I love you. You’re durable, sleek, and stylish. We’ve 
been through a lot together too, from accidental wine spills to unexpected 
torrential rainstorms – and yet you still look brand new. 

Truthfully, I’m in love with nylon bags, just as much (or maybe even a little 
more) than leather, which is why I jumped at the opportunity of purchasing 
the Re-Edition. If done right (which the Re-Edition clearly is), I am a firm 
believer that a nylon bag can be just as stylish as a leather counterpart. Not 
only that, the material is infinitely more durable, making it more usable and 
quite functional in terms of day-to-day needs. 

In general, Multi Pochette bags, including the Re-Edition, are a handbag 
hybrid of sorts that combines a crossbody look with multiple pockets and 
compartments, typically broken down into a few individual bags all linked 
together through chains, straps, and clasps. Even better, they can often be 
worn together or separately, depending on what kind of style you’re going 



for. In other words, this makes the Re-Edition extremely functional. Consider 
it a stylish bag with three styles for the price of one. 

 

  



As mentioned before, nylon is one of the highest quality materials to work 
with, if done correctly. To put this simply, Prada’s nylon, especially on this 
particular style, is among the best of the best. 

Though the bag is light, the craftsmanship behind each stitch is superior. The 
interior lining is thick, with Prada’s classic Saffiano leather bordering each 
side throughout. Even the straps, both the chain and the fabric shoulder, are 
strong. Yes, this bag truly is ‘small but mighty.’ 

Price + Value 

 

Another important factor of the Re-Edition 2005? Given that it’s nylon, this 
bag is a lot more affordable than other Multi Pochette bags. For 
approximately $1,200 and the fact that there’s three ways to wear it, the Re-
Edition offers excellent value. 

To me, the worst thing about buying a bag is watching it sit on a shelf for 
who knows how long because of color transfer or the risk of a rainstorm. (As 
someone who lives in Miami, I regretfully report that this has happened to me 
one too many times.) No need to worry when you’re grabbing the Re-Edition 
for a night out. (Even Megs has discussed her love for nylon!) 



 

It’s important to note that the Multi Pochette is anything but new. In fact, 
Prada’s particular version is a relaunch of a vintage style, which first debuted 
in the early 2000s. Based on the 2005 Bandoliera Tessuto, the style originally 
gained traction due to its baguette-like shape and nylon material, which at the 
time was all the rage – and still is! 

Today, Prada and Louis Vuitton aren’t the only designers with their own 
Multi Pochette interpretation. Though maybe not as popular as Louis 
Vuitton’s version (which sold out in a mere weeks, and consequently has 
thousand-plus-name waiting lists around the world), Chanel recently 
launched a Multi Pochette bag of their own. The price may be to blame, 
considering Chanel’s average is around $3,500 to $4,000 (before tax). 

Either way, Multi Pochette bags are evidently having a moment – and with 
many still desperate to get their hands on one of their own, I say this style is 
here to stay, at least for a while. 



Overall Rating 

 

If you’re wondering whether or not this nylon bag has the potential to be 
stylish enough for a fancy dinner or a professional event, allow the photos in 
this piece to convince you. 

Between the affordable price, multiple ways to wear, and overall style, I say 
it has the potential to become a mainstay in just about any collection. Either 
way, I think it’s a must to have at least one nylon bag in your rotation – so 
why not make yours the Re-Edition 2005? 
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